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a b s t r a c t

In Norwegian, unlike English, negative interrogatives are commonly used as requests for
action. In addition, the negation adverb ikke can be placed either before or after a pro-
nominal subject. The study explores pragmatic differences between these two request
formats, using everyday conversations from the TV series Big Brother as corpus data. We
argue that the difference concerns the contingencies faced by the speaker in gaining
compliance. The format with preposed negation (Kan ikke jeg/du X? - ‘Can't I/you X?’)
requests confirmation of the assumption that the interlocutor can and will do the
requested action and that any obstacles to gaining compliance are merely hypothetical.
The format with postposed negation (Kan jeg/du ikke X? - ‘Can I/you not X?’), on the other
hand, is used when there are contextually manifest obstacles and the speaker seeks to gain
compliance in spite of them. Interrogatives with preposed negation take advantage of
premises conducive to having action performed and are used to prevent refusal, while
those with postposed negation are employed to combat the obstacles and win compliance.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

One commonway of making requests in Norwegian is to use a modal interrogative of the type Kan jeg/du X? ‘Can I/you X?’
(Urbanik, 2017). This construction can sometimes be negated. Furthermore, Norwegian language users can position the
sentential negation adverb ikke either before an unstressed pronominal subject (Kan ikke jeg/du X? ‘Can't I/you X?’) or after it
(Kan jeg/du ikke X? ‘Can I/you not X?’). However, the choice between the two placements is far from random. A close ex-
amination of the two negation patterns in informal interaction reveals that the selection of one rather than the other reflects
differences in the speakers' assessment of the contingencies faced, especially the interlocutor's willingness or ability to
perform the requested action.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the use of both patterns of negation by demonstrating how they reflect and
constitute the participants' orientations to the relevant contextual premises. We compare the two types of negative in-
terrogatives with each other and show how their co-occurrence with their positive counterparts and imperative requests in
sequences of talk mark dynamic changes in the speakers' assessment of contingencies. Taking a conversation analytic
approach, we focus on the relation between the syntactic design of the negated constructions and their sequential relations to
previous and subsequent turns at talk. Finally, we propose the semantic explications of the two types of negative interrogative
requests in Norwegian.
ik).
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2. Previous research

2.1. Interrogative requests

Since the seminal work of Searle on speech acts (1969), requests, classified by him as directives, have systematically been
the subject of enquiry (e.g. Clark and Lucy, 1975; Ervin-Tripp, 1976; Francik and Clark, 1985; Gibbs, 1985; Blum-Kulka et al.,
1989). During the past 50 years, studies on the phenomenon of getting others to do something beneficial to the speaker,
which is claimed to be among the most basic forms of human communication (Tomasello, 2008), have evolved from mainly
philosophical to fine-grained analytical (Drew and Couper-Kuhlen, 2014b).

However, only recently have requesting practices and request formats become of interest in the conversation-analytic
research that adopts a more interactional and sequential perspective on language use (e.g. Rossi, 2012; Zinken and
Ogiermann, 2013; Drew and Couper-Kuhlen, 2014a; Fox and Heinemann, 2016, 2017). The exceptions were Wootton's
studies (1981, 1997) on the emergence of various request formats in child development. He has observed that in-
terrogatives carry different interactional properties than other request formats do. Thus, while imperatives mark pre-
sumptions that the requested action is in linewith the addressee's expectations, the Can you-format appears when there is no
sequential evidence that would warrant such presumptions and when the requested action requires departure from the
projectable course of activity (Wootton, 1997, 2005). Similar observations have recently been made in studies on everyday
interactions among adults and languages other than English: In contrast to imperatives, the use of which was warranted by
the parties' previous commitment to an on-going joint project, interrogative formats normally initiated new projects or
required the addressees' departure from their own activities (Rossi, 2012; Zinken and Ogiermann, 2013).

Differences between request formats are often described in terms of entitlement and contingency (Lindstr€om, 2005;
Heinemann, 2006; Curl and Drew, 2008; Craven and Potter, 2010). Entitlement means “the speaker's grounds for assessing
the likelihoodof the request being granted and their concomitant display of their right tomake the request”, while contingency
“relates to the recipient's ability or willingness to grant the request” (Craven and Potter, 2010:421). As opposed to imperatives,
can-interrogatives are considered to occupy the contingency-side of the scale e as designs which by the fact of giving the
possibility of response display uncertainty about compliance and orientation to obstacles that may hinder the granting of
request. However, some studies have already nuanced this picture by demonstrating instances from institutional settings in
which the use of interrogative formats serves to mark higher entitlement (Heinemann, 2006; Curl and Drew, 2008).

The notion of entitlement can be related to the issue of authority and its epistemic and deontic grounds (Heritage and
Raymond, 2005; Stevanovic, 2011; Stevanovic and Per€akyl€a, 2012). Certain structures enable the requesters to claim
knowledge or legitimate power entitling them to expect an action from the requestee.

2.2. Negation in interrogatives

The use of negation in polar interrogatives is often described in terms of semantic ambiguity and semantic bias. Bolinger (1957,
1975) has observed that the combination of negation and interrogativity in English leads to two outputs: either to a plain question
that does not favor any answer1 or to a conducive question that marks ‘yes’ as an expected answer. This ambiguity is claimed to
depend on the scope of negation. Questions such as ‘Isn't it raining?’may, depending on the contextual evidence, either check the
truth of the negated proposition or seek confirmation of the speaker's positive belief (Ladd, 1981; Büring and Gunlogson, 2000;
Romero and Han, 2004; Reese, 2006). In the former case negation concerns the very proposition that is questioned (‘It is not
raining’) in the face of evidence that speaks against this proposition,while in the latter it goes beyond the proposition and concerns
the speaker's prior belief and expectation (‘I believe that it is raining’) on the basis of evidence supporting the proposition (Ladd,
1981; Büring and Gunlogson, 2000; Reese, 2006). The latter variant with the outer scope of negation has, therefore, been looked
at as an operation of expectedness constraint on negation (Allwood,1977). Furthermore, it has been noted that its role is to narrow
the range of outcome options or challenge the addressee's statements or actions (Heritage, 2002; Krifka, 2017).

The semantic properties of negation have also been investigated with reference to its position in relation to the subject in
the English sentence structure. Polarity questions with preposed (or high) negation have been claimed to be biased by default
and to generate an implicature about the speaker's expectation of a positive answer, while those with postposed (or low)
negation are considered to lack this property (Romero and Han, 2004).2 The presence of this bias, as Romero and Han (2004)
argue, presupposes some degree of uncertainty resulting from a conflict between the speaker's previous belief about the
proposition in question and the premises that challenge this belief, hence the need for the addressee's confirmation. This
double check may be oriented either to receiving information why the assumption must be rejected (an addressee-oriented
reading that can additionally be modified with negative polarity items) or to receiving information whether the speaker's
positive assumption should be doubted (a speaker-oriented reading that can additionally be modified with positive polarity
items). A few studies on negation in interaction have confirmed previous findings about the conduciveness of negated polar
interrogatives (Heritage, 2002; Koshik, 2002; Heinemann, 2005, 2006). In the context of news interviews, Heritage (2002)
shows that such questions presuppose shared facts and serve as an argumentative strategy.
1 Bolinger (1975:529) notes that in this case some language users may position negation after the subject (i.e. Is it not sweet?).
2 But see Hartung (2007) on differences between English and German.
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Despite the continuous interest in requests, little attention has been paid to the function of negation in their interrogative
formats and the role of such requests in interaction. Negative interrogatives were, however, noted in early studies on requests
and characterized in terms of their politeness potential. It has been claimed that negative can-questions in English are
ambiguous in terms of politeness and may function as either suggestions or orders (Green, 1975). Clark and Schunk (1980)
note that negative can-interrogatives may in some contexts mark the speaker's expectation of a positive answer, while in
other settings theymay indicate that the negative assumption is operative (cf. Ladd,1981). As the authors emphasize, in either
case the request reveals biased belief about the addressee's intent. Leech maintains that a “negative question implicates an
actual negative assumption and a cancelled positive belief” (1983:170) and that these two additional implicatures increase
the degree of politeness. However, he also makes a distinction between negative can-interrogatives and negative will-in-
terrogatives, assessing the former as less polite than their positive counterparts (Leech, 2014:155e156; cf. Brown and
Levinson, 1987:135). This is, he argues, because negative can-interrogatives (e.g. ‘Can't you listen for once?’) mark a con-
flict between the speaker's wants and his/her negative expectations, which often results in annoyance accompanying the
request (Leech, 2014:156). Brown and Levinson (1987) consider the use of negation as a negative politeness strategy (the so-
called ‘interactional pessimism’) which consists in not assuming the addressee's ability or willingness to perform an action.
However, they also recognize that negative questions may assume acceptance by presupposing knowledge of the addressee's
wants, which can be used as a positive politeness strategy.

Several researchers have focused on negative requests in languages other than English. Koike (1994) claims that in Spanish
such constructions carry an assumption that the addressee can perform the action. The author mentions two instances of the
use of negative requests: when the speaker has reasons to expect acceptance or when the speaker is insistent but in a
pleading manner. Negative requests have also been reported to be relatively frequent in Danish and their use has been
claimed to be less restricted than in German and English (Faerch and Kasper, 1989; Trosborg, 1995). This has recently been
confirmed in a conversation-analytic study by Heinemann (2006) in institutional settings. She has demonstrated that by
presupposing that the action can be performed, negative can-interrogatives mark the speaker's entitlement to making
request and imply that the action is treated as a routine and thus should already have been performed.

In Norwegian the position of negation is fixed. The sentential negation adverb ikke occurs after the finite verb in main
clauses (Han gjør det ikke e ‘He does it not’; Du bør ikke gjøre det e ‘You should not do it’) and usually before the finite verb in
embedded clauses (Han sier at du ikke bør gjøre det e ‘He says that you not should do it’). In yes/no interrogatives it occupies
the position after the finite verb, but it normally appears after an unstressed pronominal subject (Bør du ikke gjøre det? e

‘Should you not do it?’) or before a stressed pronominal and any non-pronominal subject (Bør ikke DU/studentene gjøre det? e
‘Shouldn't YOU/the students do it?’). Yet, in the former case negation can also fairly often occur before the subject (Østbø
Munch, 2013). This has mainly been observed in can-interrogatives functioning as requests (Svanes, 1989; Fretheim, 2015;
Urbanik, 2017). Preposed negation is claimed to express positive bias towards the performance of action, while postposed
negation is considered as a literal question about the validity of its negative proposition (Fretheim, 2015). The presence of
negation in Norwegian interrogatives has so far been described as an intensifying modification (Hollos and Beeman, 1978;
Faarlund et al., 1997:586) and associated with informal settings (Svanes, 1989). Despite these few observations nothing is
yet known about why Norwegian language users shift between the two patterns of negation when they make requests and
how this affects and is affected by the action of requesting itself and the interactional environment.

3. Data and methods

The data comprises request sequences drawn from the Big Brother Corpus at the Text Laboratory, University of Oslo,3 for
the purpose of a cross-linguistic study of requesting patterns in Norwegian and Polish (Urbanik, 2017). The corpus contains
transcribed video recordings of the Big Brother reality series from 2001, documenting informal conversations and activities of
a group of people during 97 days. The group consists of 6 male and 6 female participants aged between 22 and 36. The
participants do basic housework and carry out various tasks given by the host so as they can earn money for which they can
buy food and other goods.

The study is carried out within Interactional Linguistics (Ochs et al., 1996; Selting and Couper-Kuhlen, 2001; Couper-Kuhlen
and Selting, 2018), which focuses on linguistic constructions in their sequential environments by drawing on Conversation
Analysis and providing the linguistic description of phenomena in question. Requests are defined as utterances aiming at or
resulting in: a) getting the addressee to do somethingbeneficial to the speaker or a third person, as in ‘CanyouX?’; andb) getting
the addressee to allow the speaker or a third person to do something beneficial to himself/herself, as in ‘Can I X?’ (cf. Urbanik,
2017). The collected sequencesmainly contain simple requests for action or desistance, such as asking the addressee to fetch an
object (e.g. a book), do something for the speaker (e.g. make a cup of tea) or cease an already started action. They include both
requests asparts of joint projects (when theparticipants carryout tasks togetherand the performanceof an action contributes to
the progression of the whole activity) and as independent initiatives (e.g. when the addressee is recruited to do something
beneficial to the speaker). The identified requestswere analysed in their interactional contexts, including theparticipants' bodily
orientations if relevant. Additionally, morphosyntactico-semantic and pragmatic properties of their grammatical structures
were coded and scrutinized in order to recognize patterns of grammatical composition and provide quantitative evidence.
3 BigBrother-korpuset, Tekstlaboratoriet ILN, Universitetet i Oslo, http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/nota/bigbrother/.

http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/nota/bigbrother/
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Out of 614 utterances that were identified as requests 190 (31%) occurred in interrogative formatsmost of whichwere built
as ability (‘Can you X?’) or permission (‘Can I/we X?’) interrogatives. 66 (35%) of all the interrogative requests were negated.
The majority of the negated requests were can-interrogatives with varying person deixis of the subject (see Table 1).
Table 1
Absolute frequency distribution of requests, their polarity interrogative
subtypes, and their negative interrogative formats (PRON ¼ unstressed
pronominal subject, N ¼ non-pronominal, compound or complex
subject).

All identified requests in the data 614
Positive interrogatives 124
Negative interrogatives 66
Kan ikke PRON (Can't PRON) 32
Kan PRON ikke (Can PRON not) 25
Kan ikke N (Can't N) 5
Er det ikke (Is it not) 3
Skal dere ikke (Shall you not) 1
Our analysis concerns, therefore, negation in can-interrogatives with unstressed pronominal subjects, having either first-
person or second-person (singular or plural) deictic perspective.4 As shown in Table 1, 32 instances of can-requests contain
preposed negation, while in 25 instances negation appears after the subject. This distribution corresponds to the pattern
reported in Svanes (1989:100), who also found that preposed negation is more common.

4. Results

In our analysis we first focus on the general characteristics of the two syntactic patterns of negation in Norwegian can-
interrogatives and then we scrutinize each pattern separately, looking more closely at their interactional properties. Finally,
we look at the instances in which negative interrogative requests co-occur with their positive counterparts and imperative
requests in sequences of talk.

4.1. Two types of negation in interrogative requests: general characteristics

The data show that the choice between the two patterns of negation in Norwegian interrogative requests is a matter of
different epistemic or deontic grounds affecting the speaker's expectations of the addressee's compliance. This will be
illustrated by an analysis of Extract 1, which demonstrates the use of both types of negation in one sequence. Anette stands in
front of the kitchen bench and makes breakfast for herself, buttering slices of bread on the cutting board. Lars approaches her
and while she goes aside for a while in order to fetch some paper, he takes her place, moves the slices away, and starts cutting
bread. Anette waits a bit, looking at the cutting desk, and then asks Lars to let her finish (line 01).
4 Due to the low frequency of formats other than can-interrogatives we decided to exclude the 3 occurrences of Er det ikke X? (‘Isn't it X?’) and 1
occurrence of Skal dere ikke X? (‘Shall you not X?’) from the analysis and merely focus on can-interrogatives. However, in this case we additionally needed to
exclude another 5 instances with a non-pronominal, compound or complex subject. Since negation in Norwegian normally precedes “heavy” nominal as
well as focused pronominal subjects (Faarlund et al., 1997:880; Østbø Munch, 2013:60e64), this automatically precludes the possibility of manipulating the
position of the sentential negation adverb ikke.
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Anette initiates the whole sequence with a can-interrogative with preposed negation. The negation ikke is cliticized and
pronounced in the contracted form kan'kke (‘can't’), which has been described as a conventionalized way of building requests
with positive bias in Norwegian (Fretheim, 2015:275). Additionally, she finalizes her turn with the upgrading particle da (in
the reduced form ‘a) and an address term, both contributing to strengthening the deontic force of the request. Overlapping
with Lars’ response in line 02, she initiates a negative assessment that is aborted mid-course, but seems to present the
negative consequences for her of Lars' taking her place at the cutting board. This may be considered an account bolstering the
request by enhancing her entitlement to make it.

Lars implicitly rejects her request by providing a negative subject-side assessment (Edwards and Potter, 2017) of her
actions (using the cutting board to spread the bread), which is thus hearable as a complaint (Schegloff, 1988:121, 2005). In
addition, he counters her request by a suggestion in return to take a dish (line 08).

Anette, in turn, rejects Lars's proposal, initiating her turn with the disalignment marker ja men ‘yes but’ (Steensig and
Asmuß, 2005) and countering the proposal by reproducing her original request. This time she formulates it as a can-inter-
rogative with a postposed negation and a second-person pronominal subject. In addition, she upgrades the deontic force by
emphatically stressing theword ferdig ‘ready’ and adding the reinforcing particle da. Furthermore, she refers to ‘people’ rather
than herself, thereby presenting the request as based on a social norm of ‘waiting for one's turn’. She thus accounts for the
legitimacy of the request and thereby enhances her entitlement.

The two instances are requests for the same thing, namely that Lars should move and let her finish preparing her
sandwich. However, the contingencies associated with gaining compliance change dramatically during the course of the
conversation. While Anette is uttering her first-time request, she has no reason to doubt that Lars will comply, as she was
there first and he interrupted her in her activity. By the time she utters the second request, Lars has complained about her
activity and thus questioned the legitimacy of the request. She thus has evidence that there are real obstacles to achieving
compliance. She addresses these contingencies by claiming entitlement on the basis of a social norm of waiting for one's
turn.

Our claim here is that the difference in the placement of the negation in these two instances reflects and constructs the
change in contingencies faced. By formulating her initial request as a can-interrogativewith preposed negation, Anette checks
whether her positive (optimistic) assumption (that he will let her finish) is valid, treating any contingencies as merely hy-
pothetical. The scope of negation in her request goes beyond the propositional content and refers to the positive assumption
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and the premises on which this assumption is based as necessary preconditions for expecting any doubts to be rejected. Her
retry with postposed negation addresses the contingencies faced by Lars's rejection by checking whether her negative
(pessimistic) assumption (that he will not let her finish) is valid. Consequently, the scope of negation in this request refers
directly to the action indicated in the propositional content and the truth of the negated proposition. Yet, since the utterance
functions as a repeated request, the preferred response is the rejection of the negative assumption, which in the case of
requests again means compliance (cf. Raymond, 2003; Schegloff, 2007:62, 76e78). In this sequence the negative belief is,
however, confirmed and Anette overtly marks the dispreference of this confirmation in the following turns developing into
conflict between her and Lars.

In the following sections we focus on each pattern in turn in order to provide detailed characteristics of the two ways of
expressing negative interrogative requests in Norwegian.

4.2. Preposed negation: anticipating compliance with some uncertainty

By selecting can-interrogatives of the pattern Kan ikke PRON (‘Can't PRON'), speakers mark that they have reasons to
believe that the indicated action can willingly be performed by their addressees. The sources of these reasons can often be
traced in the local context and they consist of premises that are conducive to assuming that the addressee will grant the
request. Such interrogatives are used prospectively: they normally introduce a newaction to be performed and often initiate a
whole request sequence,5 as in Extract 1 above. The same goes for the next extract. Here, Lars starts playing table tennis with
Rodney in the dining room while Rebekka is standing next to the kitchen sink. She utters her request to Lars right after his
service and then starts walking towards him in order to take hold of the paddle.
The situation here is conducive to Rebekka expecting compliance from Lars. Prior to this extract, Ramsy had been teasing
her. She is orienting to this activity frame by referring to himwith the jocular insult han dritten der (‘that asshole’). The activity
of ‘getting back at Ramsy’ is thus invoked to provide for her entitlement to ask for an opportunity to beat him at table tennis.
This optimistic projection is furthermore evidenced by her bodily actions. As she is formulating the request, she starts walking
toward Lars, thus displaying an expectation that her request will be granted. And indeed, Lars seems to acknowledge her
entitlement by merely dropping the paddle on the table for her to take, without responding verbally to the request. All these
features converge in indexing this request format as conveying the speaker's entitlement tomake the request and expectation
of compliance.

Although the request claims entitlement, Rebekka also orients to potential contingencies by reducing the deontic
force of the request. She uses the conventionally polite verbal form få prøve (‘let me try’) and reduces the magnitude of
the requested action with the pragmatic particle bare (‘just’) and the indefinite quantifier et par (‘a couple of’). Finally,
she adds an account, rationalizing the request by explicating the purpose of it (an ‘in-order-to’ motive, cf. Schütz,
1953). These features display an orientation to the imposition of the request and the potential contingencies associ-
ated with Lars' entitlement to continue playing, given that he has ‘the turn’ to play (cf. Wootton, 2005; Zinken and
Ogiermann, 2013).

This extract is somewhat atypical of the corpus as a whole in that mitigators such as these are highly uncommonwith this
format (which provides additional evidence of the optimistic projection implied by it). However, accounts are rather frequent:
on average, 2 of 5 requests with preposed negation are accounted for. Accounts appear in situations where the speakers
acknowledge that the imposition on the addresseemight be excessive or that their entitlement tomake the request might not
be recognized and accepted (cf. Baranova and Dingemanse, 2016 on reasons). The latter case can be observed in Extract 3.
Ramsy and Rodney prepare ameal for the group in the kitchen. Rodney stands on the other side of the kitchen island doing his
ownwork, while Ramsy is occupied with checking the meat in the oven. Then, he asks Rodney for assistance with the baking
tray in order to be able to toss the pieces of meat.
5 In only three instances can-interrogatives with preposed negation appeared as request retries. In two cases, they echoed requests made by other
participants and thus did not constitute real retries in the sense of pursuits of compliance. In the third, the retry occurred after a rejection, and thus
constitutes a potential deviant case. This extract is analysed and discussed in detail in Section 4.4 below.
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The can-interrogativewith preposed negation cliticized to the verb6 againmarks that Ramsy assumes that Rodney can and
will bewilling to perform the requested action, although some contingencies cannot be excluded. The action Ramsy asks for is
a part of a broader activity he and Rodney are responsible for and collaborate on. Consequently, Ramsy's request for assistance
is warranted by the already established joint commitment (Zinken and Rossi, 2016). Yet, Rodney is occupied with his own
work, and Ramsy also seems to orient to this by using the verb hjelpe (‘help’) and the mitigating adverb litt (‘a little’). The
request is thenwarranted with an account starting in line 01 and continuing in lines 02 and 04. The account provides reasons
for making the request by explicating both the need for help (the meat being ‘loose’) and the purpose of the projected action
(tossing it). However, Rodney grants the request well before this account is brought to completion.

The design of the request here again strikes a fine balance between entitlement and contingencies. On the one hand, the
choice of an interrogative with preposed negation conveys entitlement based on their joint commitment to the collaborative
project of preparing a meal. On the other hand, by reducing the magnitude of the favor asked (‘a little’) and by presenting it as
a voluntary act (‘help’), based on a pressing need (the ‘looseness’), he also recognizes the contingencies associated with
Rodney's engagement in competing activities. Importantly, when Rodney accepts the request (line 03) and starts to grant it,
the potential obstructions disappear. As a result, while making a retry (line 06), Ramsy uses an imperative format, which
explicitly marks that he expects compliance (Craven and Potter, 2010). This construction is typically used in joint projects in
Norwegian (Urbanik, 2017) as well as in other languages (Rossi, 2012; Zinken and Ogiermann, 2013; Sorjonen et al., 2017).

In this section we have shown that interrogative can-requests with preposed negation manifest a positive bias in dis-
playing the speakers' expectation of compliance. Thus, they clearly indicate that rejection is not anticipated, which is why
they are designed to prevent it. However, interrogativity and additional modulations are employed to display an orientation
to potential contingencies as well. In other words, when speakers choose a can-interrogative request with preposed negation,
they normally ascribe their addressees willingness to perform the action by implying that a positive response is expected, but
they also mark this ascription as somewhat uncertain. Thus, the scope of negation in this format goes beyond the proposi-
tional content of the request and concerns the speaker's optimistic beliefs that are expected to be confirmed by the addressee.

The positive bias encoded in this type of negated interrogatives is additionally evidenced by the speakers' bodily orien-
tations. Requests for permission (Kan ikke jeg X? ‘Can't I X?’) are normally accompanied by bodily actions anticipating a
preferred response (as in Extract 2). Furthermore, aspects of the addressees' responses also indicate their orientation to the
request format as projecting a positive response. The addressees orient to either the speakers' claim of entitlement bymerely
complying (as in Extract 2) or to their expression of contingencies by providing a verbal response of commitment (as in
Extract 3). However, they hardly ever orient to the uncertainty of compliance implied by the negative propositional content.
This can be seen in the form of the response. Norwegian has two different positive polarity tokens: ja, which confirms a
positive proposition (as in French oui), and jo, which disconfirms a negatively framed proposition (as in French si). Only in one
instance is the latter response token used. In the other instances that are positively responded to, the response tokens are ja
(‘yes’) or åkej (‘okay’), revealing speakers' orientation to the action-type preference, not the utterance's polarity (Raymond,
2003). This demonstrates that the participants treat the format as a conventionalized request format projecting compli-
ance rather than a literal question expressing a negative assumption about the addressees' willingness to comply, which again
speaks for the outer scope of preposed negation in Norwegian.
6 ‘kkje signifies a dialectal variant of the adverb ikke.
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4.3. Postposed negation: contesting obstacles with some hope

By selecting a can-interrogative of the pattern Kan PRON ikke (‘Can PRON not’), speakers mark their orientation to con-
tingencies already manifest in the local context. Put differently, they have contextual evidence suggesting that the request
might be rejected, so it presents itself as a reaction to real obstacles. The contingencies faced are such things as the addressee's
manifest resistance in the form of refusal or hesitation (as in Extract 1 above), lack of or delay in the performance of action, or
actions that go counter to the speakers' project. Thus, requests of this pattern are used both prospectively and retrospectively:
they indicate an action that according to the speaker should have already beenperformede either because it has been asked for
before but has been rejected or because it has been anticipated in the particular course of an activity but not carried out yet.

We will start with an extract illustrating a request reacting to actions that go counter to the speakers' project. Here, the
participants celebrate the Norwegian Constitution Day by organizing an egg-and-spoon race. Two female competitors are
waiting for Lars to blowa trumpet as a start signal. However, he teases them by playing thewrong sound (that is not supposed
to signal the start) and delays the whole activity.
When Lars does not comply with Anette's request to stop teasing them in line 02 and instead continues (line 03), Anita
starts shouting out her request in order to rush him (line 04). Her request is prefaced by the disalignment marker nei men (‘no
but’), upgraded with the pragmatic particle bare (‘just’) and finalized with the particle da. Her utterance sparks a series of
consecutive requests by the other female participants. Anette repeats a similar constructional pattern (lines 05 and 06), while
Anne chooses an imperative form (line 07), upgrading from a contingent to a categorical expectation of compliance. However,
Lars does not respond to either of these requests immediately, but delays compliance by repeatingwhich sound is the right one.

Lars has committed himself to being an arbiter and is expected to fulfill his role by starting the competition. Anita's and
Anette's requests occur when he stalls the development of the activity in progress by delaying the expected action. Thus, the
obstacle is already established by him and recognized by the two women as real. The participants' common commitment to
the activity provides the female participants with the entitlement to expect compliance, and this strong deontic stance is
additionally marked by the final particle da (Urbanik, 2018).

The interrogative with postposed negation addresses the contingencies faced. The request is a literal question in which
negation concerns the content of the proposition (inner scope). The speakers check whether it is true that Lars cannot
perform the action, thus acknowledging the contingencies and seeking to overcome them. Through this particular syntactic
design, Lars is given a way out by being allowed to confirm this negative belief. However, in the context of requesting (rather
than asking a question), confirmation is clearly dispreferred. Consequently, the confirmation of the negative belief may
require accounting, while denial of the negative belief automatically implies commitment to performing the action and thus
constitutes a preferred response. In this way the interrogative with postposed negation constitutes an attempt to gain
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compliance in the face of manifest contingencies. As such, the format contrasts with imperative requests (as the one in line
07) which do not acknowledge the presence of contingencies but instead presuppose immediate compliance.

As a response to resistance, requests of this type express a strong deontic stance of assertiveness and sometimes also
impatience. However, by introducing actions that go counter to the interlocutors' expressed plans or intentions, theymay also
serve to criticize or complain about them. This can be observed in Extract 5. Here four of the participants check whether a
bumblebee they caught has a sting. When Ramsy proposes killing it and Anette suggest waiting until it dies, Lars who
sunbathes next to them firmly reacts against their ideas.
First, in line 02, Anette makes a suggestion with postposed negation, thus presenting it as contrasting with Ramsy's previous
proposal. Then in line 04, Lars formulates a counterproposal using the same format. He upgrades the deontic force by adding the
pragmatic particle bare (‘just’)7, by stressing thefinite verb slippe (‘release’) and byadding thefinal particle da. Lars does not take part
in the activity, and consequently, the suggestion is oriented towards the out-group, which is marked by the second-person deictic
perspective. Furthermore, his response isnotproduced in the interestof thegroup, but rather in the interestof theanimal. The critical
undertoneof this suggestion isdisplayedwhen, in the faceof nouptake, he addsaquestion (line05) that rhetoricallyundermines the
legitimacyofRamsy'sproposalbyquestioninghismotivations. The response fromRodney is a reproach, apronominalvocativewitha
pejorative character (dø e ‘you’) and a sarcastic characterization of him conveyed by the address term ‘doktor Livingstone’.

By formulating his request as an interrogativewith postposed negation, Lars opposes the suggestionsmade by both Anette
and Ramsy. Not being a participant in the activity, he does not at the outset have a strong entitlement to decide on their
actions. So, the strong deontic stance of his request clearly claims entitlement on different grounds, and his rhetorical
question displays that this is the moral value of his position. As such, the negated interrogative with postposed negation does
not just orient to an obstacle in terms of contrasting suggestions, but also conveys an implicit criticism of those suggestions.

Requests with postposed negation were almost as often complied with as their counterparts with preposed negation.
However, the use of accounts was over half as frequent as in the case of the other pattern. This suggests that accounts mainly
serve to warrant the speaker's positive bias regarding compliance. In their responses, the participants again orient to either
the entitlement-side (compliance) or the contingency-side (answer) of requests. Yet, they also often mark their orientation to
the literal meaning of the question and the presence of negation, either by using the contrastive acceptance token jo or by
referring to the literal content of the request in the refusal (see Extract 8 below, line 18).

In this section we have shown that can-interrogatives with postposed negation also mark two conflicting orientations to
the likelihood of compliance. Through the position of negation, the speaker manifests a negative semantic bias in this regard.
This is because the construction is used as a response to already present and recognized contingencies. In order to check
whether the negative belief is true in the face of these obstacles, the speakers ask the addressees to confirmwhether it is true
that they cannot perform the action (the inner scope of negation). Yet, since the question appears as a reaction to
7 The pragmatic particle baremay be either an upgrader or a downgrader, depending on the syntactic position in the utterance and the action it modifies
(Opsahl and Svennevig, 2007). In line 02 it is used as a deontic downgrader, reducing the magnitude of the suggested line of action, whereas here it clearly
serves to upgrade the deontic strength of the request.
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contingencies, it also conveys the speakers' doubts about the truth of the negative belief. The pragmatics of the request
situation trumps the semantics of the question and turns denial of the expressed assumption into the preferred response.

4.4. A deviant case

Aswehaveseen, the formatwithpreposednegation typicallyoccurswhentherearenomanifestobstacles togainingcompliance,
whereas the format with postposed negation is used to oppose manifest obstacles. However, in one case, we find the format with
preposednegationused as a second tryafter an explicit rejectionof thefirst request. This seems to contradict our analysis and is thus
worthexamining inmoredetail. Theparticipants in theBigBrother showhavebeenchargedwith the task toproduceanewsbulletin
to be radio broadcasted every hour. In the extract below,Monica approachesMortenwith a request to join her in reading the news:
Without going into a detailed analysis of the first request, we will just note that it is responded to by a rather direct
rejection in line 07. It is at this point that we find a new request in the form of an interrogative with pre-posed negation.

To explain this apparently deviant case, wewill argue that the request is presented as a ‘new’ or ‘first’ request rather than a
redoingof the previous one. In line 09,Monica changes footing by impersonating a child, thereby switching to a dramatized and
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playful frame (Goffman,1979). Her voice quality changes significantly as she starts speaking in a higher pitch, a faster pace and
with less articulate pronunciation of the words uttered. She also adds the politeness phrase vær så snill (‘please’), which in
Norwegian is associatedwith child talk, especially when, as here, it is prolonged, giving it a pleading character. Finally, she tilts
her head to the side, a posturewhichmaybe associatedwith pleading (ormaybe evenwith ‘cuteness’). This shift in footing thus
contributes to establishing the request as a ‘first’ request in a new, dramatized frame. As such, it does not relate to the previous
request sequence but instead sequentially deletes it (Lerner,1989). This can be seen in the design of the request. First, there is no
reference back to the rejection. Normally, redoings after indications of resistance are introduced by some marker of contrast,
either the positive polarity items jo or ja (‘yes’) (as in Extract 8 below) or a contrastive conjunction such as men (‘but’) (as in
Extract 1). Second, there is no reference back to the original request. When requests are redone, they usually take an elliptical
and/or pronominalized form, as in Extract 8 (cf. Heritage, 1984 on pro-repeats and Schegloff, 2004 on dispensability). Here, a
new full sentence is used, and both the verb (lesee ‘read’) and the object (nyhetere ‘news’) are presented in full formwithout
pronominalization and the ‘dispensable’ prepositional phrase sammen med meg (‘together with me’) is repeated in full rather
than being elided or reduced to justmedmeg (‘withme’). In conclusion, then, several features of the design and delivery of the
second request constitute it as an ‘as-if first’ rather than a ‘second’ (subsequent) request. The deviant case thus rather confirms
than challenges the claim that preposed negation is used when the speaker does not orient to manifest contingencies.

4.5. Managing shifting contingencies in interaction

Contingencies are dynamic and change from moment to moment in interaction as the participants display willingness or
resistance, ability or inability to perform actions. Thus, requests are frequently formatted differently in subsequent versions of
the ‘same’ request (Rauniomaa, 2017; Etel€am€aki and Couper-Kuhlen, 2017). In this section we offer two examples that
highlight the dynamic changes in the recognition of contingencies in the sequential development of interaction. This allows
us to identify crucial differences between negative formats and their positive counterparts as well as imperative requests with
regard to how the participants orient to obstacles and claim their rights on a moment-to-moment basis.

Requests with preposed negation differ from positive polarity requests in the degree of entitlement claimed by the speaker.
Positive interrogatives aremainly usedwhen the speaker does not have grounds to expect compliance and thus seems to convey
a lower degree of entitlement. This can be illustrated in the following excerpt. Anette is standing in front of themirror doing her
make-up. Lars stands by her side and as he moves his head closer to her and to the mirror, he utters the following request:
This example reminds somewhat of Extract 1 in that the sameparticipants are asking formore or less the same thing: to have a
placewhere the other person is standing. However, unlike Extract 1, hereAnette has the right to the place, given that shewas there
first. Thus, Lars does not have any a priori entitlement to ask her to move. This is also evident by the fact that he adds an account,
providing reasons for granting the request (namely that it is reasonable that he should also have some space by the mirror). In
Extract 1, Anette had a claim to the place by the fact that she had been standing at the cutting board first. Thus, the two examples
seem to differ mainly in the speakers' entitlement tomake the request. The request can also be contrastedwith Anette's counter-
request (line 03). Here, she uses an interrogative with preposed negation, claiming entitlement to ask him to move instead. The
request claimshigh entitlement and an expectation of compliance. Thepositive interrogative thus seems to claim less entitlement.

Requests with postposed negation differ from positive interrogatives mainly in the degree of contingencies faced. Both formats
orient to contingencies, butwhereas the negated formorients tomanifest obstacles to compliance and seeks to overcome them, the
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positivevariantseemstoexpressanagnosticattitudetothepotentialpresenceofobstacles.Wecanobservethiscontrastinthefollowing
example. Ramsy has picked upAnne's hair tie from thefloor and given it to her, but she asks himwhether he canput it in her hair.
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The request with a positive interrogative (line 01) does not claim entitlement to make the request (it is clearly a favor she
asks of him) and orients to potential contingencies by expressing it in the question form. At this point, she has no contextual
evidence as to what such contingencies might be. However, when she makes a new request in line 17, with a postposed
negation, the contingencies have become clear: Ramsy has not done what he was asked to properly, and, even more relevant,
he claims not to know how to put hair in a hair tie, neither does he want to learn it. So, whereas the positive interrogative
request only acknowledges the potential existence of contingencies, the request with postposed negation orients to manifest
contingencies and seeks to overcome them. It thus expresses a stronger deontic stance in that it pursues compliance in the
face of real obstacles.

This example also allows us to observe the contrast with imperative requests. When Anne utters the imperative request in
line 13 (PRØV e ‘try’), she expresses high entitlement and slight consideration for contingencies. Prior to this, Ramsy has
accepted her initial request by initiating the non-verbal action of putting her hair in the tie. Her rejection of his attempt (neie
‘no’), accompanied by admonishments to do it ‘nicely’ (fi:::nt) by putting in ‘everything’ (alt sammen), expresses the normative
stance that he has failed to fulfill properly the action that he had committed to (thus, that he is ‘at fault’). The imperative
request to ‘try’ thus occurs in a situationwhere she is clearly entitled tomake it. Furthermore, it does not address his previous
account, that he does not know how to do it. Accordingly, she does not orient to the contingencies related to his ability, but
instead his willingness to try. However, when the request is reinitiated with a negative interrogative in line 17, Ramsy has
stated that he does not want to acquire this ability, thus presenting a real obstacle to her request. Her entitlement tomake the
request has not been altered, but the contingencies have increased considerably.

A similar pattern was observed in Extract 4 above. When requests with negative interrogatives (to blow the trumpet) did
not succeed in gaining compliance, the request was changed to an imperative format, thereby dismissing the relevance of the
contingencies and upgrading the deontic stance. Consequently, we may conclude that both the imperative and the negative
interrogative with postposed negation format claim high entitlement, but contrast in that the negative interrogative orients
to manifest contingencies in a way that imperatives do not.

5. Discussion

Our study confirms previous claims that negation makes interrogatives semantically biased (see 2.2), but the analysis goes
one step further. It shows that this bias results from speakers' ad hoc assessments of the interactionally relevant aspects of the
local context. In the case of Norwegian interrogative requests these assessments concern the ontological status of contin-
gencies. Depending on whether contingencies are recognized as hypothetical or real, speakers entertain different assump-
tions about the likelihood of compliance. Negation serves to mark these assumptions, which may make the utterance
pragmatically ambiguous (cf. Clark and Schunk, 1980; Koike, 1994). Yet, in Norwegian the problem of ambiguity is regularly
solved through the positioning of negation in relation to the unstressed pronominal subject.8

By selecting can-requests with preposed negation, the speaker normally displays the assumption that the addressee will
grant the request and that any obstacles are merely hypothetical. However, apart from carrying positive (optimistic) belief
about the addressee's reaction, the speaker also checks whether this belief is valid by asking for any reasons to doubt it. In this
sense negation remains external in relation to the propositional content and the interrogative is conducive to a positive
response (cf. Ladd,1981; Büring and Gunlogson, 2000), but through the syntactic design it also conventionallymarks a dose of
uncertainty in this matter (cf. Romero and Han, 2004).

Can-interrogatives with postposed negation occur when speakers orient to already established and recognized obstacles,
which is why they reveal rather negative (pessimistic) beliefs about the addressee's compliance. As a result, they literally
question the addressee's ability to perform the indicated action in order to double-check whether this negative belief is valid
and hopefully receive its rejection. Consequently, the scope of negation remains internal in relation to the propositional
content (cf. Ladd, 1981; Büring and Gunlogson, 2000), which is sometimes evidenced by the addressee's orientation to the
literal meaning of the request in his/her response.

The use of the two patterns of negation reveals differently shaped contextual conditions that lie at the heart of the
syntactic composition of negative interrogative requests. The selection of constructions with preposed negation is prompted
by and takes advantage of the premises that are conducive to expecting compliance, including entitlement to make the
request and lack of contingencies. The choice of constructions with postposed negation is motivated by and responds to the
premises that hinder compliance. As a result, the ultimate aim of the request pattern Kan ikke PRON (‘Can't PRON') is to get the
positive belief confirmed and any conceivable doubts rejected, hence to prevent refusal. The ultimate aim with the pattern
Kan PRON ikke (‘Can PRON not’) is, in turn, to get the negative belief rejected and the primary expectations confirmed, hence
to win compliance. Thus, the varying position of negation in relation to the subject in interrogative can-requests not only
displays syntactic and semantic variation, but reveals different pragmatic properties.

The two patterns also display different interactional characteristics. Interrogatives with preposed negation typically (re)
initiate a newaction or a new sequence, while their counterparts with postposed negation often occur as subsequent requests
(retries). This difference is further evidenced by the fact that disalignment markers, such as men (‘but’), ja men (‘yes but’), nei
8 Interestingly, when the subject in Norwegian is non-pronominal or pronominal but stressed, the role of negation is rather vague (cf. Romero and Han,
2004:655) and must be disambiguated by the addressee on the basis of additional contextual cues.
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men (‘no but’), tend to co-occur with requests with postposed negation but not with those with preposed negation.
Furthermore, the fact that requests with preposed negation are considerably more often accounted for bears witness to the
fact that they often constitute first attempts and thus need rationalization and motivation, whereas requests with postposed
Table 2
Semantic and pragmatic properties of interrogatives with preposed and postposed negation.

Preposed negation (Kan ikke du X) Postposed negation (Kan du ikke X)

Preconditions Contextual premises Conducive to expecting compliance Non-conducive to expecting compliance
Orientation Contrast between what is anticipated

and what might be obstructive
Contrast between what is (often strongly)
anticipated and what is obstructive

Ontology of contingencies Hypothetical obstacles Real obstacles
Semantic

features
Assumption about compliance Positive (optimistic) belief ¼ higher

likelihood of compliance
Negative (pessimistic) belief ¼ lower likelihood
of compliance

Role of negation in the
interrogative

Double check whether there is any
reason to doubt the positive belief

Double check whether the negative belief is valid

Scope of negation External Internal
Pragmatic

features
The expected outcome Confirmation of the positive belief Rejection of the negative belief
Strategic potential To prevent refusal To win compliance
Interactional aim To prompt compliance To combat the obstacles

Sequential
features

Typical sequential position Initial Subsequent
Structural orientation Prospective (initiates a new action) Retrospective and prospective (responds to

obstacles as a retry)
Need for accounting Frequent Infrequent
negation occur at a stage in the sequence where the speaker's reasons are already displayed in the local context (cf. Baranova
and Dingemanse, 2016). Yet another feature is the participants' bodily orientation that projects positive response in the case
of interrogatives with preposed negation, but not in the case of their counterparts with postposed negation. All the main
differences between the two patterns are presented in Table 2.

Shifting fromwhat distinguishes the two formats to what unites them, we may observe that both patterns have a strong
anchorage in the preceding context. This is often additionally marked by the presence of the final particle da (‘then’), which
serves to implicitly justify the request by retrospectively referring to the premises that motivate it and warrant the expec-
tation of compliance (Urbanik, 2018). Importantly, the particle da normally modifies negative requests (but not positive ones)
because it is additionally designed to mark a contrast between the warranting premises and any potential or real obstacles
(Urbanik, 2018). As a result, the particle indicates why the speaker considers that the requested action can (or should) be
performed.

Our analysis also shows how the grammatical design of negative interrogative requests forms a hierarchical architecture in
which smaller compositional units modulate larger structures. While interrogativity in general serves to mark orientation to
contingencies, the presence of negation in interrogatives indicates a contrast between the participants' reasons. In other
words, by negating their requests, language users highlight a conflict between their own expectations based on the contextual
premises and some counterevidence (for instance, the already manifested expectations of the addressee). This inner con-
trastiveness of negated interrogatives matches the use of the final particle da and differentiates negative interrogatives from
their positive counterparts in that the latter do not mark that the speaker has reasons to make biased assumptions. Now,
through the position of negation, speakers additionally indicate the ontological status of the recognized contingencies and
thus the character of the conflict of reasons. By choosing interrogatives with preposed negation, they emphasize their reasons
to expect compliance, but also conventionally mark some dose of uncertainty in this matter, as they take into account that the
other partmight have different reasons (hypothetical obstacles). Through interrogatives with postposed negation they overtly
confront the addressee's reasons with their own (real obstacles). Thus, the positioning of negation allows language users to
strike the balance between entitlement and contingencies and, depending on the local circumstances, mark how the latter
relate to the former. This contrasts with imperatives that do not mark orientation to contingencies. Consequently, the two
Table 3
Semantic explications of imperative and positive and negative interrogative request formats in Norwegian.

Request format Semantic explication

Imperative 1 I assume that you will perform X
2 I tell you to perform X

Positive interrogative 1 I do not assume and expect that you can and will perform X
2 I ask you if you can perform X

Negative interrogative (preposed
negation)

1 I assume and expect that you can and will perform X
2 I am not completely certain about that, so I ask you for confirmation that you really can perform X

Negative interrogative (postposed
negation)

1 I expected that you would perform X
2 I have received information that contradicts my expectations
3 I am not certain whether the information is valid, so I ask you for confirmation that you really cannot

perform X
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patterns of requesting we have analyzed in this study seem to lie somewhere between the two extremes of the scale of
entitlement and contingencies, that is between imperatives that mark high entitlement and low contingencies and positive
interrogatives that mark low entitlement but high contingencies (Craven and Potter, 2010). We may thus sum up the dif-
ferences between the formats by formulating their semantic explications in Table 3.

6. Conclusions

The aim of this article was to compare two syntactical patterns of negation in Norwegian interrogative can-requests and
identify their pragmatic features. As we have shown, the presence of negation in interrogative can-requests marks that there
is or might be a contrast between the speaker's reasons to expect compliance and the hearer's reasons to perform the action.
However, through the position of negation in relation to the subject the speaker can additionally display whom this contrast
favors and thus how s/he assesses the chances of having the action performed. When choosing interrogatives with preposed
negation (Kan ikke jeg/du X? e ‘Can't I/you X?’), the speaker normally manifests that s/he assumes higher likelihood of
granting the request with just a dose of cautious uncertainty. This is usually because the contextual premises that underlie
this assumption are conducive to expecting compliance, as the speaker does not recognize any real contingencies that would
hinder it. When using interrogatives with postposed negation (Kan jeg/du ikke X?e ‘Can I/you not X?’), the speaker marks that
s/he is already faced with obstacles to granting the request, which is why the assumed likelihood of compliance is lower and
the speaker's position is relatively disadvantageous. As a result, in the case of the former pattern the speaker uses negation to
prompt compliance and prevent refusal, while in the case of the latter pattern s/he uses negation to combat the obstacles and
win compliance.

As our study demonstrates, grammar not only serves to build meaning, but also to nuance it. Grammatical variants within
formats performing a certain social action are not only alternative ways of expression, but important modulators (and ma-
nipulators) in the meaning-making process. Language users take advantage of alternative grammatical resources in order to
mark their orientations to salient contextual features at a given point of interaction, such as contingencies, but also to display
variation in how they assess these features and how this affects assumptions theymake. In this way grammar is subordinated
socio-cognitive needs and is used to display these needs by encoding and pointing to the aspects of the social reality that are
most relevant to actions we perform in talk.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Transcription symbols

[ Beginning of overlapping talk
] End of overlapping talk
¼ Latched talk
(0.4) Silence in seconds and tenths of a second
(.) A micropause less than 0.2 seconds
. Falling intonation
, Continuing intonation
? Rising intonation
¿ Slightly rising intonation
[Y Sharp changes in pitch (rise or fall)
>word< Faster talk
wo:::rd Sound stretching
word Stress
wor- A cut-off
�word� Quieter talk
WORD Loud talk
@ “Smile voice”
(word) Transcriber's guess of an unclear fragment
((word)) Transcriber comment
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Appendix B. Glossing abbreviations

ART article
DEF definite
DET determiner
F feminine
IMP imperative
INF infinitive
M masculine
NAME name
NEG negation
N neuter
PRT particle
REFL reflexive pronoun
SUP supine

Appendix C. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pragma.2018.10.014.
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